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1. GENERAL PROVISIONS1.1. Legal basis for the implementation of the educational program
The main professional educational program of higher education in thefield of training 53.03.01 Jazz and Pop Singing (hereinafter - BPEP), isimplemented in Krasnodar State Institute of Culture (hereinafter - theinstitute, KGIK) in accordance with:Federal Law "On Education in the Russian Federation" dated December29, 2012 No. 273-FZ; - Federal Law "On Amendments to the Federal Law"On Education in the Russian Federation" on the education of students" dated07/31/2020 No. 304-FZ;- The order of organization and implementation of educational activitiesfor educational programs of higher education - bachelor's degree programs,specialty programs, master's degree programs, approved by Order No. 245 ofthe Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation dated April6, 2021;- Federal State educational standard of higher education in the field oftraining 53.03.01 Jazz and Pop Singing ;regulatory documents of the Ministry of Culture of the RussianFederation;- Charter of the Federal State budgetary educational institution of highereducation "Krasnodar State Institute of Culture";- local acts of the Institute.

1.2. Mission, goal and objectives of the educational programThe mission of BPEP is personnel, scientific, methodological and practicalsupport for the preservation of the traditions of the musical and instrumental art ofplaying folk instruments and promotion of their use in the socio-culturaldevelopment of the region.The goal of BPEP is to implement the educational process for the training anddevelopment of students’ personal qualities, as well as to form universal, generalprofessional and professional competencies in accordance with the requirements ofthe Federal State Educational Standard for Higher Education in this area of training;- to develop student’s personality, namely morality, patriotism, general culturalneeds, creativity, social adaptation, communication, tolerance, perseverance inachieving goals, efficiency, emotional openness, etc.;- to support the traditions of Krasnodar State Institute of Culture as aninstitution of higher education conducting educational, cultural and scientificallyinnovative activities;- to create conditions for the formation of personality and obtaining modern,high-quality education at the level of a higher professional school (university),which meets diverse needs of a dynamically developing society.Objectives of BPEP:
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- to provide an educational and methodological base for training personnel inaccordance with the requirements of the Federal State Educational Standard forHigher Education;- to create conditions that ensure the implementation of the requirements of theFederal State Educational Standard for Higher Education;- to ensure the control of quality and results of the educational process oftraining bachelors in the direction of training 53.03.01 Jazz and Pop Singing.
1.3. Planned results of the educational program acquisition1.3.1. Requirements for applicants
An applicant must submit to the admission committee of the Institute one ofthe following documents on education or on education and qualifications:- certificate of secondary general education;- diploma of secondary vocational education;- Bachelor's degree; - a specialist's diploma.Persons who completed their studies before the entry into force of the FederalLaw "On Education in the Russian Federation" submit a state-issued document,persons who completed their studies after the entry into force of the said law submitdocuments of the sample established by the Ministry of Education and Science ofthe Russian Federation. Admission to the educational program is subject to theapplicant's possession of the amount of knowledge and skills that meet therequirements for a graduate of secondary vocational education in the field of vocalart. Upon admission, the institute conducts additional entrance tests of a creativeorientation.Requirements for entrance tests of a creative orientation:1. Specialty (program execution and colloquium).2. Music theory, solfeggio (written and oral). Taking into account the creativenature of the vocalist's professional activity, the applicant must have excellent vocalskills, a high level of vocal training, certain knowledge of solfeggio and elementarymusic theory.
1.3.2. Students’ competencies developed in the process of the educationalprogram masteringA graduate who has acquired BPEP must have the following universalcompetencies (UC):Ability to search, critically analyze and synthesize information, toapply a systematic approach to solve assigned problems (UC-1);Ability to determine the range of tasks within the framework of the setgoal and choose the best ways to solve them, based on current legal norms,available resources and limitations (UC-2);Ability to carry out social interaction and fulfil their role in a team(UC-3);Ability to carry out business communication in oral and written forms
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using the state language of the Russian Federation and foreign language(s)(UC-4);Ability to perceive the intercultural diversity of society in socio-historical, ethical and philosophical contexts (UC-5);Ability to manage time, build and implement a trajectory of self-development based on the principles of lifelong learning (UC-6);Ability to maintain the proper level of physical fitness to ensurecomprehensive social and professional activities (UC-7);Ability to create and maintain safe living conditions in everyday lifeand professional activities to preserve the natural environment, ensuresustainable development of society, including the cases of threats andoccurrences of emergencies and military conflicts (UС-8);Ability to make reasonable economic decisions in various areas of life(UC-9);Ability to form an intolerant attitude towards corrupt behavior (UС-10).A graduate who has completed a bachelor's program must have thefollowing general professional competencies (GPC):Ability to understand the specifics of musical form and musicallanguage in the light of ideas about the peculiarities of the development ofmusical art at a certain historical stage (OPС-1);Ability to reproduce musical compositions recorded with traditionaltypes of notation (OPC-2);Ability to plan the educational process, develop teaching materials,analyze various systems and methods in the field of music pedagogy,choosing effective ways to solve set pedagogical problems (OPC-3);Ability to search for information in the field of musical art and use it intheir professional activities (OPC-4);Ability to understand the operating principles of modern informationtechnologies and use them to solve professional problems (OPC-5);Ability to comprehend musical works with their inner ear and embodywhat they hear in sound and score(OPC-6);Ability to understand the issues of modern state cultural policy of theRussian Federation (OPC-7).A graduate must have the following professional competencies (PC):Ability to demonstrate artistry, self-expression, individual artisticinterpretation of musical works, improve performing improvisation,accumulate a repertoire in the field of pop and jazz art (PC-1);Ability to work in a team, showing his performing work (solo, in anensemble, in an orchestra (with an orchestra) on various stage venues (ineducational organizations, clubs, palaces and houses of culture), planningconcert activities of pop and jazz groups, organizing creative events (festivals,contests, author's evenings, anniversaries events) (PC-2);Ability to use the principles, methods and forms of teaching in theperforming class in pedagogical activity, carry out methodological work,
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understand and use the methodology of analyzing and evaluating thecharacteristics of national schools, performing styles, possess musical andtextual culture, read the transcription of the author's (editorial) musical text(PC-3).
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1.3.3. Planned learning outcomes for each academic subject and practice
Academic subject(practice) Planned learning outcomes for each discipline/ subject and practice.A student is toSet 1 Academic subjects (modules)Compulsory partБ1.О.01 Russian language and cultureof speech Know: basics of speech culture, norms of business written and oral speech; processes for organizingeffective speech communication; fundamentals of speech culture, norms of business written and oralspeech; processes for organizing effective speech communication;Be able to: implement the rules of dialogic communication into practice at a high level;Have: experience in drafting official documentsБ1.О.02 Foreign language Know: forms of speech communication in everyday and business interaction in foreign languages;Be able to: make monologues and dialogues using professionally oriented vocabulary in socially andprofessionally significant areas in a foreign language;Have: experience in understanding and composing oral and written texts of everyday and businesscommunication in a foreign languageБ1.О.03 Philosophy Know: basic concepts and principles of philosophical methodology and logic for scientific andpractical application; basic paradigms, concepts and theories that explain cultural genesis and thediversity of the cultural and civilizational process;Be able to: apply the principles of modern methodology to solve theoretical and practical problems;explain the processes of cultural differentiation and integration, intercultural interaction from thestandpoint of tolerance;Have: experience in applying modern philosophical methodology, including the systemic one; tosolve assigned problems; an experience in studying, forecasting and explaining cultural processesglobally as well as in a multi-ethnic regionБ1.О.04 World history Know: priority goals and objectives, directions of political, socio-economic, military, culturaldevelopment of various states at certain stages of their existence;Be able to: participate in discussions on historical issues; formulate their own position on the issuesdiscussed, using historical information for argumentation;Have: experience in using historical knowledge in practical preparation for future professionalactivities
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Б1.О.05 History of Russia Know: main stages of the national historical process;Be able to: understand the general patterns and features of national history;Have: sensible and objective assessment of historical events and phenomena that influenced thedevelopment of RussiaБ1.О.06 Safety of Living Know: theoretical, organizational and methodological foundations of ensuring life safety; legal,regulatory, technical and organizational principles of labour safety and civil protection;Be able to: identify the main hazards of the human environment, including sources of emergencysituations; assess the risk of their implementation; choose methods of protection against hazards inrelation to the field of professional activity and ways to ensure comfortable living conditions;Have: the skills to assess the levels of hazards in the «human-environment» system in order to ensurelife safety and environmental protectionБ1.О.07 Psychology Know: psychological techniques for interacting with an individual; ways of working in a team; waysof distributing responsibility and neutralizing conflictsBe able to: determine your role in team interaction; motivate team members taking into account theirpsychological characteristics; evaluate the performance of each participant and the team as a whole;Have: experience in collective problem solving, team building and management of team activitiesБ1.О.08 Foundations of Russianstatehood Know: the main documents in the field of state cultural policy of Russia; goals, objectives and waysof implementing the state cultural policy of Russia.Be able to: apply existing knowledge for successful professional education; use the availableknowledge in planning your professional activities.Have: techniques for analyzing normative program documentation in the field of culture; use theavailable knowledge in planning your professional activities.Б1.О.09 Entrepreneurial Managementand Project Activities Know: modern methodology and technology of project management.Be able to: define the goals of the project and divide the activities into separate interdependent tasks.Have: methods of management, marketing and project analysis, skills to assess the effectiveness andrisks of the project.Б1.О.10 Law basics Know: main regulatory documents in professional activities; the specifics of normative legaldocuments in educational and professional activities, the main methods of using information andcommunication technologies.Be able to: use regulatory legal documents in their activities; to solve and analyze the tasks ofnormative legal documents in professional activity.Have: the experience of using normative legal documents in their activities; experience in the use ofnormative legal documents with the use of information and communication technologies in
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professional activities.
Б1.О.11 Physical Training and Sports Know: scientific, biological and practical foundations of physical education, sports training and ahealthy lifestyle;the basics of planning independent training taking into account the individual capabilities of thebody;Be able to: determine individual physical activity regimens;control the direction of its impact on the body with different target orientations;Have: experience in rational organization and conduct of independent trainings in accordance withthe individual capabilities of the body; experience in using health remedies for self-correction ofhealth and physical developmentБ1.О.12 Introduction to InformationTechnology Know: processes and methods of searching, collecting, storing, processing, presenting, distributinginformation and methods of implementing such processes and methods (information technology);modern instrumental environments, software and hardware platforms and tools, includingdomestically produced ones, which are used to solve professional problems, and the principles oftheir operationBe able to: select and use modern information and communication technologies and intelligenttechnologies, software and hardware platforms and tools, including domestically produced ones, tosolve problems of professional activity; analyze professional tasks, select and use suitable ITsolutionsHave: skills of working with data using IT solutions; skills of using modern information,communication and intellectual technologies, tool environments, software and hardware platformsand tools, including domestic production, to solve problems of professional activity
Б1.О.13 Education Science Know: content, patterns, principles and procedures of the pedagogical process organization andindicators of its effectiveness;Be able to: use methods and means of pedagogical influence on the student’s personality;Have: experience of pedagogical interaction with students in the educational processБ1.О.14 Music History Know: main stages of the development of musical art in different periods; main sources ofinformation about creative directions, compositional techniques in musical art;Be able to: understand genre specifics of music of Middle Ages, Renaissance, Baroque, Classicism,modern and contemporary times; understand genre specifics of XXth century and early XXIst centurymusic;Have: experience in analyzing the means of musical expression and their interpretation in the styles
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of different periods and national composers schools; experience in searching and analyzing theactivities of composers and their techniques in academic musical genres, the ability to apply theacquired knowledge in practical activitiesБ1.О.15 Specialization Know: modern problems of musical art; the history of the development of the genre; about thesignificant pop and jazz repertoire; basic techniques and methods of voice production development tocreate an individual image of an artist-vocalist.Be able to: apply theoretical knowledge in practical and musical performance activities; to be guidedin the field of musical art; apply theoretical knowledge in practical and musical performanceactivities; to use various techniques of vocal technique in the performance of works of variousgenres, styles, eras.Have: skills of searching for performance solutions, techniques of mental self-regulation; technologyand modern techniques; skills of independent preparation for the concert performance of musicalworks of various styles and genres; experience of vocal phrasing, pronunciation, rhythmic texture.
Б1.О.16 Vocal training methodology Know: ways to plan the learning process; the best domestic and foreign methods of teaching vocalart.Be able to: use methods of psychological and pedagogical diagnostics to solve various professionaltasks; analyze the methodological guidelines of the masters of vocal art.Have: skills of psychological and pedagogical diagnostics to create a psychologically positiveeducational environment; methodology of conducting scientific research in the field of vocal art.
Б1.О.17 Vocal and jazz improvisation Know: methodological approaches to historical and theoretical research in the field of pop and jazzart;features of performing traditions of various styles and artistic directions of world musical culture;ways to create an individual interpretation of musical works.Be able to: conduct methodological work, develop methodological materials; to use varioustechniques of vocal technique in the performance of works of various genres, styles, eras; analyze themost prominent performers of jazz standards.Have: teaching methods; phrasing, pronunciation, rhythmic texture, corresponding to a certain styleof jazz standard; willingness to demonstrate artistry, freedom of expression.
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Б1.О.18 Pop and jazz solfeggio Know: terms, basic concepts in the field of musical art; requirements for the construction of thestructure of classes and their planning; methodological approaches to historical and theoreticalresearch in the field of pop and jazz art.Be able to: use elements of musical terminology; to solve professional tasks in the context ofcreativity;- use elements of musical terminology.Have: skills of comparative analysis of processes in the field of musical art; professionalterminology;skills of perception, analysis and generalization of methodological literature.
Б1.О.19 Pop and jazz harmony Know: factual material in accordance with the curriculum; analyze musical compositions andtraining material; terms, basic concepts in the field of musical art.Be able to: apply various methods of musical analysis to specific musical phenomena; navigatethrough the specialized literature; apply all the dynamic nuances used in vocal technique.Have: the skill of in-depth reading and decoding of the author's (editorial) musical text; methods ofscientific research; experience in comparative analysis of processes in the field of musical art.
Б1.О.20 Musical pedagogy Know: historical stages of evolution, theoretical and methodological foundations and didacticprinciples of music pedagogy, criteria for analysis and assessment of modern musical pedagogicalreality, pedagogical technologies in the music education system;Be able to: develop, implement and evaluate the effectiveness of the pedagogical process in themusic education system; reveal the essence and cause-and-effect relationships of pedagogicalphenomena and processes in the system of music education while using modern psychological andpedagogical terminology skillfully;Have: experience in organizing an effective pedagogical process, pedagogical communication skillsand stimulating the creative development of students in the music education systemБ1.О.21 Information andcommunication technologies ofmusic arrangement

Know: parameters of technical, creative and professional evaluation of phonograms.Be able to: use professional equipment and software for the installation of phonograms.Have: the technology of using the acquired skills in their professional activities.
The part formed by the participants of educational relationsБ1.В.01 Vocal ensemble Know: the history of the emergence and development of vocal art.Be able to: apply various methods of musical analysis to specific musical phenomena.
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Have: the ability to work independently and enthusiastically, critically evaluating the results of theirown activities.
Б1.В.02 Reading from a sheet Know: the main positions of the modern theory of musical performance; tasks of musical andperforming activities; features of the styles of the works included in the repertoire list.Be able to: form and develop performing skills; to reveal the features of performance and differencesfrom each other; analyze and critically analyze the performance of vocal works.Have: experience in semantic analysis of musical text; a diverse arsenal of pedagogical technologiesand modern methods of teaching special disciplines; the experience of in-depth reading and decodingof the author's (editorial) musical text.

Б1.В.03 Dance, plastic education Know: key concepts of the discipline; the work of the articular ligamentous apparatus, in theconditions of a new discipline.Be able to: work on the elimination of certain body defects; eliminate incorrect skills in the mannerof holding and moving; when learning new choreographic vocabulary, be able to apply theperforming skills acquired in classical dance lessons.Have: experience and effective ways of working on a choreographic work; experience and methodsof realization of the choreographic image; experience and own performing approach tochoreography, specific dance and staging techniques.
Б1.В.04 Methodology of working witha jazz ensemble Know: the main patterns of the development of pop and jazz art; the main stages of the developmentof national musical general and professional education.Be able to: analyze and critically analyze the performance of vocal works; work with specialliterature, use professional concepts and terminology.Have: experience and willingness to comprehend the patterns and methods of performing work on apiece of music; skills of perception, analysis and generalization of methodological literature.
Б1.В.05 Piano Know: principles of performing on the piano; a repertoire for piano, including works from differenteras, genres and styles; the piano repertoire necessary for the implementation of professionalactivities.
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Be able to: realize musical and creative abilities (musical hearing, sense of rhythm, musical memory,artistic and imaginative thinking, etc.), motor-motor performing skills and skills during theembodiment of a musical image in the work on a musical work.Have: experience of performing various musical works in front of an audience; skills in artisticperformance of musical works and programs of various genres and styles on the piano, including atpublic screenings – concerts, competitions, festivals, conferences; methods of searching for ways toembody a musical image in the work on a musical work.
Б1.В.06 Stage movement Know: methods for constant and systematic physical work aimed at improving one's professionalskills.Be able to: apply the acquired knowledge, skills and personal creative experience in the process ofcreative production activities.Have: experience in using various means of artistic expression in the process of creating variousstaged forms.
Elective academic subjects in physical training and sportsБ1.В.ДВ.01.01 General physical training Know: theoretical, methodological and organizational foundations of physical training and sports;means, methods and methodological techniques for organizing general physical training classes withvarious functional orientations;basics of safety precautions and injury prevention in general physical training classes;Be able to: carry out the selection of the necessary means of general physical training, appliedphysical exercises to adapt the body to various working conditions and specific environmentalinfluences; plan the content of independent physical training sessions in compliance with safety rulesand injury prevention;Have: experience in the application of practical skills in various sports and physical exercise systemsthat ensure the preservation and strengthening of health, development and improvement ofpsychophysical abilities and qualities; experience in the creative use of physical training and sportsactivities to achieve life and professional goalsБ1.В.ДВ.01.02 Sport games Know: social role of physical training in the development of individual psychological qualities, forthe implementation of the process of self-determination, self-development, self-improvement andreadiness for professional activity; means, methods and methodological techniques for teachingsports (outdoor) games; basic safety precautions and injury prevention during sports (outdoor)games;
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Be able to: determine the pedagogical possibilities of sports (outdoor) games with different functions(health-improving, therapeutic training, correctional and recreational) and taking into accountindividual capabilities and characteristics of the body; plan the content of independent trainingsessions on sports (outdoor) games in compliance with safety rules and injury prevention;Have: experience in using sports (outdoor) games in the formation of motor skills; experience in theapplication of practical skills in sports games that ensure the preservation and strengthening ofhealth, development and improvement of psychophysical abilities and qualities; experience inplanning the content of independent classes in sports (outdoor) games with various functions takinginto account the individual capabilities of the body.Optional academic subjects (modules) 2 (ДВ.2)Б1.В.ДВ.02.01 Stage speech Know: ways of forming students' artistic needs and artistic taste.Be able to: be aware of the performed work in the context of the culture of a particular historicalperiod.Have: experience of professional cultural presentation of educational material.
Б1.В.ДВ.02.02 Public speaking Know: ways of forming students' artistic needs and artistic taste.Be able to: to be aware of the performed work in the context of the culture of a particular historicalperiod.Have: experience of professional cultural presentation of educational material.
Optional academic subjects (modules) 3 (ДВ.3)Б1.В.ДВ.03.01 Pop and jazz repertoire ofRussian and foreign composers Know: features of performing traditions of various styles and artistic directions of world musicalculture.Be able to: study and accumulate a pedagogical repertoire.Have: experience and ability to analyze current problems and processes in the field of musiceducation.
Б1.В.ДВ.03.02 Vocal repertoire Know: features of performing traditions of various styles and artistic directions of world musicalculture.Be able to: study and accumulate a pedagogical repertoire.Have: experience and ability to analyze current problems and processes in the field of musiceducation.
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Optional academic subjects (modules) 4 (ДВ.4)Б1.В.ДВ.04.01 Modern dance Know: key concepts of the discipline; the work of the articular ligamentous apparatus, in theconditions of a new discipline.Be able to: work on the elimination of certain body defects; eliminate incorrect skills in themanner of holding and moving; when learning new choreographic vocabulary, be able to applythe performing skills acquired in classical dance lessons.Have: experience and effective ways of working on a choreographic work; experience andmethods of realization of the choreographic image; experience and own performing approachto choreography, specific dance and staging techniques.
Б1.В.ДВ.04.02 Jazz-modern Know: key concepts of the discipline; the work of the articular ligamentous apparatus, in theconditions of a new discipline.Be able to: work on the elimination of certain body defects; eliminate incorrect skills in themanner of holding and moving; when learning new choreographic vocabulary, be able to applythe performing skills acquired in classical dance lessons.Have: experience and effective ways of working on a choreographic work; experience andmethods of realization of the choreographic image; experience and own performing approachto choreography, specific dance and staging techniques.
Optional academic subjects (modules) 5 (ДВ.5)Б1.В.ДВ.05.01 Directing a concert number Know: the essence and significance of your future profession.Be able to: apply various teaching methods.Have: skills of searching for performance solutions, techniques of mental self-regulation.
Б1.В.ДВ.05.02 Staging a pop act Know: the essence and significance of your future profession.Be able to: apply various teaching methods.Have: skills of searching for performance solutions, techniques of mental self-regulation.
ФТД. ElectivesФТД.01 Working with a pop and jazzchoir Know: methods of psychological and pedagogical sciences and the results of research in the field ofmusic pedagogy in their teaching activities; methods of a systematic approach to solving tasks.Be able to: conduct a comparative analysis of performance interpretations; apply a systematicapproach to solving the tasks set.
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Have: experience working on vocal works of various styles and genres; experience in the search,critical analysis and synthesis of information, the application of a systematic approach to solvingtasks.
ФТД.02 Pop ensemble Know: methods of musical performance in concert, theater and studio settings; general forms oforganization of educational activities.Be able to: analyze the most prominent performers of jazz standards; use reference andmethodological literature.Have: experience in creating artistic and expressive means (strokes, a diverse sound palette and othermeans of performing expressiveness); the mechanisms of musical memory, the specifics of hearing-thought processes.
ФТД.03 Drama of musical and stageworks Know: factual material in accordance with the curriculum; the basic principles of domestic andforeign pedagogy.Be able to: analyze artistic and creative processes in the pop-jazz direction; analyze and interpretvocal music, present it in stage conditions at a high artistic level.Have: skills of perception, analysis and generalization of methodological literature; experience inunderstanding the main stylistic varieties of music.
ФТД.04 Studying the pedagogicalrepertoire of children's musicschools and colleges

Know: ways to plan the learning process; the history of the development of the genre; analysis of themain stylistic varieties of music.Be able to: use methods of psychological and pedagogical diagnostics to solve various professionaltasks;- to be guided in the field of musical art; to develop students' creative abilities and skills in organizingrehearsal work.Have: skills of psychological and pedagogical diagnostics to create a psychologically positiveeducational environment; technologies and modern techniques; the skills of preparing the student forthe concert performance of the program.
Set 2 Practice training. Compulsory partБ2.О.01 (У) Performing practice Know: about the main repertoire of the modern performer of pop and jazz songs.Be able to: work on the repertoire.Have: performance experience.
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Б2. О.02 (П) Teaching practice Know: general forms of organization of educational activities; on the role of psychological andpedagogical concepts in professional activity.Be able to: use reference and methodological literature; to use methods of psychological andpedagogical diagnostics to solve various professional tasks.Have: the mechanisms of musical memory, the specifics of hearing-mental processes; the basicprinciples of domestic and foreign pedagogy.
Б2. О.03 (П) Performing practice Know: an extensive repertoire for vocal instruments, including works from various eras, genres andstyles belonging to different national schools.Be able to: apply theoretical knowledge in practical and musical performance activities.Have: the skills to apply theoretical knowledge in practical and musical performance activities.
Б2.О.04 (П) Pre-graduation practice Know: physiological and psychological features of performance.Be able to: reveal the peculiarities of jazz standards performers, to find differences from each other.Have: the skills of performing works of various schools of composition and directions.
Set 3. State final certificationБ3.01(Д) Preparation for the defense ofgraduate qualification work Know:-ways to search and analyze scientific information;-methods of solving research problems;-the specifics of social interaction in professional activity;-features and techniques of business communication in professional activity;-the specifics of the intercultural diversity of society in historical, ethical and philosophical contexts;-methods of self-organization in research activities;- a methodology for planning the content of independent studies of various functional orientation,taking into account the individual capabilities of the body;-theoretical, organizational and methodological foundations of life safety;-legal, regulatory, technical and organizational bases of labor protection and civil protection;-modern methodology and technology for the development and management of effective projects, themethodology of macro and microeconomic analysis;-methodology and methodology for the development of cost-effective projectseconomic justification of the project;- knowledge of the basics of anti-corruption behavior of project participants;
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- features of the styles of works included in the repertoire list;- the largest performers and composers of art;- methods, techniques and means of organizing and managing the pedagogical process;- the best domestic and foreign methods of teaching vocal art;- the specifics of the factors influencing the theoretical and practical aspects of musical andpedagogical systems;- the main theses of modern state cultural policy;- the basic principles of the theory of musical performance;- the basic principles of staging a variety performance from the artistic idea to the moment of staging;- methods of teaching professional disciplinesBe able to:- set research goals and select methods to achieve them;- select the resources necessary to solve research tasks;- implement social interaction techniques when performing scientific research within the frameworkof the graduate qualification work;- implement business communication in the preparation and defense of the graduate qualificationwork;- draw scientific conclusions based on the consideration of intercultural diversity in society;- show independence in solving a scientific problem in the preparation and defense of the graduatequalification work;- assess the level of physical fitness and the functional state of the organs and systems of the body;- identify the main hazards of the human environment, including sources of emergency situations,and assess the risk of their implementation;- choose a method of protection from hazards in relation to the field of professional activity and waysto ensure comfortable living conditions;- define the goals and objectives of the project and divide the activities into separate interdependenttasks and types of work;- use the methodology and methods of economic analysis;- apply the methodology and methodology of developing cost-effective projects in the developmentof projects;- apply the methodology and methodology for calculating economic efficiency in the development ofa project in the graduate qualification work;- the basics of preventing conflicts of interest among project participants and creating conditions for
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preventing corrupt behavior;- be aware of the performed work in the context of the culture of a particular historical period;- use the acquired knowledge to professionally solve creative ideas when working on musical works;- create a pedagogically appropriate and psychologically safe educational environment;- apply various methods of musical analysis to specific musical phenomena, to use the acquiredknowledge for the professional solution of creative ideas;- be guided by the problems of the modern state cultural policy of the Russian Federation;- take a personal position in relation to modern processes in various forms of art;- realize the artistic idea of a variety act, to set and solve the main professional and applied taskswhen creating variety acts;- teach vocal disciplines in organizations engaged in educational activities.Have:-experience in working with scientific information and applying a systematic approach to itsprocessing;-experience in solving problems within the framework of scientific research on the subject of thegraduate qualification work, taking into account the principles of state cultural policy and currentlegal norms;-experience in performing professional functions and teamwork in carrying out scientific researchwithin the framework of the graduate qualification work;-the experience of communicative interaction in the implementation of scientific research within theframework of the graduate qualification work and the protection of its results;-experience in identifying the factors of intercultural diversity of society in solving a scientificproblem within the framework of the graduate qualification work;-experience in designing the trajectory of professional self-development in solving a scientificproblem within the framework of the graduate qualification work;- experience in strengthening individual health, physical self;-improvement, values of physical culture of the individual for successful socio-cultural andprofessional activities;-skills to assess the levels of hazards in the human–habitat system in order to ensure the safety of lifeand environmental protection;-experience in the practical application of methods for calculating economic efficiency and makinginformed economic decisions;-experience in applying macro- and microeconomic analysis methods;
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-experience in preparing cost-effective projects;- calculation of the economic efficiency of the project proposed as the graduate qualification workby methods of control over the prevention of corrupt behavior;-ability to analyze and synthesize;- in-depth reading and decoding;- experience of teaching activities in organizations engaged in educational activities of the editorialsheet music;- skills of educational work with students in institutions of secondary and higher professionaleducation;- innovative technologies and methods of identifying problems in professional activity;-experience in applying the acquired knowledge in practical performance activities;- experience in using political knowledge in the cultural life of the Russian Federation;-skills in managing the mechanisms of musical memory, the specifics of auditory and mentalprocesses;- experience in creating a variety act;- experience of teaching activities in organizations engaged in educational activities.
Б3.02(Д) Defense of graduatequalification work Know:-ways to search and analyze scientific information;-methods of solving research problems;-the specifics of social interaction in professional activity;-features and techniques of business communication in professional activity;-the specifics of the intercultural diversity of society in historical, ethical and philosophical contexts;-methods of self-organization in research activities;- a methodology for planning the content of independent studies of various functional orientation,taking into account the individual capabilities of the body;-theoretical, organizational and methodological foundations of life safety;-legal, regulatory, technical and organizational bases of labor protection and civil protection;-modern methodology and technology for the development and management of effective projects, themethodology of macro and microeconomic analysis;-methodology and methodology for the development of cost-effective projectseconomic justification of the project;-knowledge of the basics of anti-corruption behavior of project participants;
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- features of the styles of works included in the repertoire list;- the largest performers and composers of art;-methods, techniques and means of organizing and managing the pedagogical process;- the best domestic and foreign methods of teaching vocal art;- the specifics of the factors influencing the theoretical and practical aspects of musical andpedagogical systems;- the main theses of modern state cultural policy;- the basic principles of the theory of musical performance;- the basic principles of staging a variety performance from the artistic idea to the moment of staging;- methods of teaching professional disciplines;Be able to:-set research goals and select methods to achieve them;- select the resources necessary to solve research tasks;- implement social interaction techniques when performing scientific research within the frameworkof the graduate qualification work;- implement business communication in the preparation and defense of the graduate qualificationwork;- draw scientific conclusions based on the consideration of intercultural diversity in society;- show independence in solving a scientific problem in the preparation and defense of the graduatequalification work;- assess the level of physical fitness and the functional state of the organs and systems of the body;-identify the main hazards of the human environment, including sources of emergency situations, andassess the risk of their implementation;- choose a method of protection from hazards in relation to the field of professional activity and waysto ensure comfortable living conditions;-define the goals and objectives of the project and divide the activities into separate interdependenttasks and types of work;-use the methodology and methods of economic analysis;- apply the methodology and methodology of developing cost-effective projects in the developmentof projects;-apply the methodology and methodology for calculating economic efficiency in the development ofa project in the graduate qualification work;-the basics of preventing conflicts of interest among project participants and creating conditions for
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preventing corrupt behavior;- be aware of the performed work in the context of the culture of a particular historical period;- use the acquired knowledge to professionally solve creative ideas when working on musical works;- create a pedagogically appropriate and psychologically safe educational environment;- apply various methods of musical analysis to specific musical phenomena, to use the acquiredknowledge for the professional solution of creative ideas;- be guided by the problems of the modern state cultural policy of the Russian Federation;- take a personal position in relation to modern processes in various forms of art;- realize the artistic idea of a variety act, to set and solve the main professional and applied taskswhen creating variety acts;- teach vocal disciplines in organizations engaged in educational activitiesHave:-experience in working with scientific information and applying a systematic approach to itsprocessing;-experience in solving problems within the framework of scientific research on the subject of thegraduate qualification work, taking into account the principles of state cultural policy and currentlegal norms;-experience in performing professional functions and teamwork in carrying out scientific researchwithin the framework of the graduate qualification work;-the experience of communicative interaction in the implementation of scientific research within theframework of the graduate qualification work and the protection of its results;-experience in identifying the factors of intercultural diversity of society in solving a scientificproblem within the framework of the graduate qualification work;-experience in designing the trajectory of professional self-development in solving a scientificproblem within the framework of the graduate qualification work;- experience in strengthening individual health, physical self;-improvement, values of physical culture of the individual for successful socio-cultural andprofessional activities;-skills to assess the levels of hazards in the human–habitat system in order to ensure the safety of lifeand environmental protection;-experience in the practical application of methods for calculating economic efficiency and makinginformed economic decisions;-experience in applying macro- and microeconomic analysis methods;
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-experience in preparing cost-effective projects;- calculation of the economic efficiency of the project proposed as graduate qualification work bymethods of control over the prevention of corrupt behavior;-ability to analyze and synthesize;- in-depth reading and decoding;- experience of teaching activities in organizations engaged in educational activities of the editorialsheet music;- skills of educational work with students in institutions of secondary and higher professionaleducation;- innovative technologies and methods of identifying problems in professional activity;-experience in applying the acquired knowledge in practical performance activities;- experience in using political knowledge in the cultural life of the Russian Federation;-skills in managing the mechanisms of musical memory, the specifics of auditory and mentalprocesses;- experience in creating a variety act;- experience in teaching in organizations engaged in educational activities.
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1.4. General characteristics of the educational program
1.4.1. Qualification awarded to graduatesGraduates who have successfully has acquired BPEP and passed the state finalcertification are awarded the qualification «Сoncert performer. Musicalensemble performer. Teacher».
1.4.2 Area of professional activity of graduatesThe field of professional activity of graduates of the bachelor's degreeprogram in accordance with the profile of training are:musical performance (performance of solo, ensemble parts on the concertstage and other concert venues, performance of solo programs, studio work on videoand sound recording of performance work);leadership of creative teams (professional, educational, amateur);musical-pedagogical and educational processes in organizations engaged ineducational activities;education in the field of musical art and culture; administrative work incultural and art institutions.
1.4.3 Objects of professional activity of graduatesThe objects of professional activity of graduates of bachelor's degree programs are:educational systems, research processes, cultural and educational phenomena, spiritual,humanitarian and natural science spheres.
1.4.4 Types of professional activitiesartistic and creative;cultural and educational;pedagogical;scientific research;organizational andmanagerial.
1.4.5. Orientation of the educational programBPEP within the framework of the direction of training Jazz and PopularMusic Performance will provide the orientation of educational program«Jazz and Pop Singing», which meets the needs of the region and theconditions for the implementation of the educational program at KGIK.
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1.4.6. Planned results of the educational program acquisitionIn the process of mastering the educational program, the student learns the competencies established by the Federal State EducationalStandard in the field of training. As a result, he/she should:
Competency Characteristics of the stage ofcompetence formation Academic subjects Indicators

To know To be able to To have
UC-1. Ability to search,critically analyze andsynthesize information, toapply a systematicapproach to solve assignedproblems

Stage 1: analytical processing ofinformation based on modernmethodological approaches andconcepts

Б1.О.03. Philosophy

Б1.О.12. Introduction toInformation Technology

basic concepts andprinciples of philosophicalmethodology and logic forscientific and practicalapplication;

apply the principles ofmodern methodology to solvetheoretical and practicalproblems;

experience in applyingmodern philosophicalmethodology, including thesystemic one, to solveassigned problems;
Stage 2: carrying out a scientificsearch to solve the problem in theframework of professional training

Б1.О.12. Introduction toInformation Technology methods of a systematicapproach to solving tasks apply a systematicapproach to solving thetasks set
experience in the search,critical analysis andsynthesis of information,the application of asystematic approach tosolving tasksБ3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work

Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

ways to search andanalyze scientificinformation
set research goals and selectmethods to achieve them experience in working withscientific information andapplying a systematicapproach to its processing

UC-2. Ability to determinethe range of tasks withinthe framework of the setgoal and choose the bestways to solve them, basedon current legal norms,available resources andlimitations

Stage 1: awareness of currentprofessional goals determined bystate policy
Б1.О.10. Law basics the main regulatorydocuments in professionalactivities

use regulatory documents inprofessional activities experience in usingregulatory documents inprofessional activitiesБ1.О.09. EntrepreneurialManagement and ProjectActivities
Modern projectmanagement methodologyand technology

Define the goals of the projectand divide the activities intoseparate interdependent tasks
methods of management,marketing and projectanalysis, skills in assessingthe effectiveness and risksof a project
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Stage 2: determining the range oftasks and optimal ways to solvethem within the framework ofprofessional specialization

Б3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

ways to solve researchproblems select the resources needed tosolve research tasks experience in solvingproblems within theframework of scientificresearch on the subject ofthe graduate qualificationwork, taking into accountthe principles of statecultural policy and currentlegal normsUC-3. Ability tocarry out socialinteraction andfulfil their role in ateam

Stage 1: implementation ofsocial interaction in researchactivities in the field of training
Б1.О.07. Psychology psychological techniques forinteracting with anindividual, ways of workingin a team, ways ofdistributing responsibilityand neutralizing conflicts

determine your role in teaminteraction, motivate teammembers taking into accounttheir psychologicalcharacteristics, evaluate theperformance of eachparticipant and the team as awhole

experience in collectiveproblem solving, teambuilding and managementof team activities

Б1.О.13 Education Science the content, patterns,principles and procedures ofthe organization of thepedagogical process,indicators of itseffectiveness

use methods and means ofpedagogical influence on thepersonality of the student
experience of pedagogicalinteraction with students inthe educational process

Б3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the specifics of socialinteraction in professionalactivities
implement social interactiontechniques when performingscientific research within theframework of the graduatequalification work

experience in performingprofessional functions andteamwork in theimplementation ofscientific research withinthe framework of thegraduate qualification workUC-4. Ability to carry outbusiness communication inoral and written formsusing the state language ofthe Russian Federation andforeign language(s)

Stage 1: implementation ofcommunication in the context ofprofessional relationships
Б1.О.01. Russian languageand culture of speech the basics of speech culture,norms of business writtenand oral speech, processesfor organizing effectivespeech communication

implement the rules ofdialogic communication intopractice at a high level
experience in draftingofficial documents

Б1.О.02. Foreign language forms of speechcommunication in everydayand business interaction inforeign languages

make monologues anddialogues usingprofessionally orientedvocabulary in socially andprofessionally significant

experience inunderstanding andcomposing oral and writtentexts of everyday andbusiness communication in
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areas in a foreign language a foreign language
Stage 2: implementation ofbusiness communication inresearch activities within theframework of training profile

Б3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

features and techniques ofbusiness communication inprofessional activities
implement businesscommunication within theframework of the graduatequalification workpreparation and defense

experience incommunicative interactionwhen carrying out scientificresearch within theframework of graduatequalification workpreparation and defendingits resultsUC-5. Ability to perceivethe intercultural diversityof society in socio-historical, ethical andphilosophical contexts

Stage 1: awareness of the specificsof intercultural diversity Б1.О.04.World history
Б1.О.05. History of Russia

priority goals andobjectives, directions ofpolitical, socio-economic,military, culturaldevelopment of variousstates at certain stages oftheir existence

participate in discussions onhistorical issues, formulatetheir own position on theissues discussed, usinghistorical information forargumentation

experience in usinghistorical knowledge inpractical preparation forfuture professionalactivities

Б1.О.03. Philosophy the main paradigms,concepts and theoriesexplaining the culturalgenesis and diversity of thecultural and civilizationalprocess

explain the processes ofcultural differentiation andintegration, interculturalinteraction from thestandpoint of tolerance

the skills to study, predictand explain culturalprocesses globally and in amultiethnic region, inparticular
Stage 2: reflection of the specificsof intercultural diversity whensolving problems related to theprofile of professional training

Б1.О.08. Foundations ofRussian statehood The main documents in thefield of state cultural policyof Russia• Goals, objectives and waysof implementing the statecultural policy of Russia

Apply existing knowledge forsuccessful professionaleducation• Use existing knowledge inplanning your professionalactivities

Techniques for analyzingnormative programdocumentation in the fieldof culture• Use existing knowledgein planning yourprofessional activitiesБ3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the specifics of theintercultural diversity ofsociety in historical, ethicaland philosophical contexts

draw scientific conclusionsbased on the consideration ofintercultural diversity insociety

experience in identifyingthe factors of interculturaldiversity of society insolving a scientific problemwithin the framework ofthe graduate qualificationwork
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UC-6. Ability to managetime, build and implementa trajectory of self-development based on theprinciples of lifelonglearning

Stage 1: mastery of self-organization techniques,determining the trajectory ofprofessional self-development

Б1.О.07 Psychology psychological techniques forinteracting with anindividual, ways of workingin a team, ways ofdistributing responsibilityand neutralizing conflicts

determine your role in teaminteraction, motivate teammembers taking into accounttheir psychologicalcharacteristics, evaluate theperformance of eachparticipant and the team as awhole

experience in collectiveproblem solving, teambuilding and managementof team activities

Stage 2: ensuring self-organizationin research activities and theimplementation of the trajectory ofprofessional self-developmentthrough solving a scientificproblem in the profile ofprofessional training

Б3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

 ways of self-organizationin research activities  demonstrate independencein solving scientificproblems within theframework of graduatequalification workpreparation and defense

 experience in designing atrajectory of professionalself-development whensolving a scientificproblem within theframework of graduatequalification workpreparationUC-7. Ability to maintainthe proper level of physicalfitness to ensurecomprehensive social andprofessional activities

Stage 1: understanding andsupporting physical readiness forsocial and professional activities
Б1.О.11. Physical Trainingand Sports  scientific, biological andpractical foundations ofphysical education, sportstraining and a healthylifestyle the basics of planningindependent trainingtaking into account theindividual capabilities ofthe body

 determine individualphysical activity regimens;control the direction of itsimpact on the body withdifferent target orientations

 experience in rationalorganization and conductof independent trainingsin accordance with theindividual capabilities ofthe body; experience in using healthremedies for self-correction of health andphysical developmentБ1.В.ДВ.01.01 Generalphysical training theoretical, methodologicaland organizationalfoundations of physicalculture and sports• means, methods andmethodological techniquesof the organization ofphysical education withdifferent functionalorientation• fundamentals of safety andinjury prevention inphysical education andsports classes

carry out the selection ofthe necessary means ofGPT, applied physicalexercises for the adaptationof the body to variousworking conditions andspecific environmentalinfluences.- plan the content ofindependent trainingsessions of the GPT incompliance with safetyregulations and injury

experience in theapplication of practicalskills and abilities ofvarious sports andphysical exercisesystems that ensure thepreservation andstrengthening of health,development andimprovement ofpsychophysical abilitiesand qualities.- experience in the
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prevention. creative application ofphysical culture andsports activities toachieve life andprofessional goals.

Stage 2: organization of researchactivities on the principles of healthprotection
Б1.В.ДВ.01.02 Sport games - the social role of physicalculture in the developmentof individual psychologicalqualities of personality, forthe implementation of theprocess of self-determination, self-development, self-improvement and readinessfor professional activity.- means, methods andmethodological techniquesof teaching sports (outdoor)games- fundamentals of safety andinjury prevention in sports(outdoor) games classes.

- to determine thepedagogical possibilities ofsports (outdoor) gameswith different functionalorientation (wellness,therapeutic training,correctional andrecreational) and takinginto account individualcapabilities, bodycharacteristics.- plan the content ofindependent trainingsessions for sports(outdoor) games incompliance with safetyregulations and injuryprevention

- experience in usingsports (outdoor) gamesin the formation of motorskills.- experience in theapplication of practicalskills and abilities insports games, ensuringthe preservation andstrengthening of health,development andimprovement ofpsychophysical abilitiesand qualities.- experience in planningthe content ofindependent classes insports (outdoor) gamesof various functionalorientation, taking intoaccount the individualcapabilities of the body.Б3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

- psychological techniquesof interaction with a person,ways of working in a team,ways of distributingresponsibility andneutralizing conflicts.

- determine your role inteam interaction, motivateteam members, taking intoaccount their psychologicalcharacteristics, evaluate theeffectiveness of each

- experience in collectiveproblem solving, teambuilding and managementof its activities.
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participant and the team asa whole.UС-8. Ability to createand maintain safe livingconditions in everydaylife and in professionalactivities to preserve thenatural environment,ensure sustainabledevelopment of society,including in the event ofthreats and emergenciesand military conflicts

Stage 1: understanding safetyrequirements and creating safeliving and professional conditions
Б1.О.06. Safety of Living  theoretical, organizationaland methodologicalfoundations of ensuringlife safety; legal, regulatory, technicaland organizationalprinciples of labour safetyand civil protection

 identify the main hazards ofthe human environment,including sources ofemergency situations,assess the risk of theirimplementation; choose methods ofprotection against hazards inrelation to the field ofprofessional activity andways to ensure comfortableliving conditions

the skills to assess thelevels of hazards in the«human-environment»system in order to ensurelife safety andenvironmental protection

Stage 2: ensuring safe conditionsfor research activities Б3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualificationworkквалификационнойработы

 foundations of safetyculture as a factor of thesustainable developmentof society; general patterns of dangersand correspondingmethods and means ofprotecting the individual,society, and state

 correctly qualify facts,events, circumstances thatcreate threats to life safety inorder to preserve humanhealth and life

 legislative and legal actsin the field of safety andenvironmentalprotection; experience in choosingmeans and methods forensuring safe livingconditions, as well asmethods for forecastingemergency situationsUC-9. Ability to makereasonable economicdecisions in various areasof life

Stage 1: ability to analyze theeconomic situation Б1.О.09 EntrepreneurialManagement and ProjectActivities
 modern methodology andtechnology for developingand managing effectiveprojects;methodology of macro- andmicroeconomic analysis

 determine the goals andobjectives of the projectand divide activities intoseparate interdependenttasks and types of work;use methodology andmethods of economic analysis

 experience in practicalapplication of methodsfor calculating economicefficiency and makingreasonable economicdecisionsexperience in applyingmethods of macro- andmicroeconomic analysisStage 2: ability to proposemanagement decisions based onknowledge of the economicfoundations of social development

Б1.О.09 EntrepreneurialManagement and ProjectActivities
 methodology andmethods of developingcost-effective projectseconomic feasibility studyof the project

 apply the methodology andmethods of developingcost-effective projectswhen developing projectsapply the methodology andmethods of calculatingeconomic efficiency when

 experience in preparingcost-effective projectsexperience in calculatingthe economic efficiency ofthe project within theframework of graduatequalification work
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developing a project withinthe framework of graduatequalification workБ3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

- modern methodologyand technology for thedevelopment andmanagement of effectiveprojects;- - methodology of macroand microeconomicanalysis- methodology andmethodology for thedevelopment of cost-effective projectseconomic justification ofthe project

 define the goals andobjectives of theproject and divide theactivities into separateinterdependent tasksand types of work use the methodology andmethods of economicanalysis apply the methodologyand methodology ofdeveloping cost -effective projects inthe development ofprojects apply the methodologyand methodology forcalculating economicefficiency in thedevelopment of aproject in the graduatequalification work

 the skill of practicalapplication ofmethods forcalculating economicefficiency andmaking informedeconomic decisions the skill of applyingmacro- andmicroeconomicanalysis methods the skill of preparingcost - effectiveprojects the skill of calculatingthe economicefficiency of aproposed project asgraduate qualificationwork

UС-10. Ability to form anintolerant attitude towardscorrupt behavior
Stage 1: ability to recognize,analyze and determine thelegitimacy of managementdecisions

Б1.О.08 Foundations ofRussian statehood basics of anti-corruptionbehavior of projectparticipants
prevent conflicts of interestamong project participantsand create conditions forpreventing corrupt behavior

methods of monitoring theprevention of corruptbehavior
Stage 2: ability to makemanagement decisions based on thedeveloped legal consciousness andestablished legal culture

Б1.О.10 Law basics  knowledge ofadministrative and legalprinciples of eliminatingconflicts of interest ofproject participants andsituations of corruptionbehavior

implement theories andpractice of preventingconflicts of interest andconditions of corrupt behaviorof project participants andproject stakeholders

methods of monitoringproject activities andpreventing conflicts ofinterest and corruptbehavior of projectparticipants andstakeholdersБ3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduate fundamentals of anti-corruption behavior of the basics of preventingconflicts of interest among methods of control forthe prevention of corrupt
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qualification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

project participants project participants andcreating conditions forpreventing corruptbehavior

behavior

OPС-1. Ability tounderstand the specifics ofmusical form and musicallanguage in the light ofideas about thepeculiarities of thedevelopment of musical artat a certain historical stage

Stage 1: ability to understandthe specifics of musical art Б1.О.15 Specialization modern problems ofmusical art apply theoreticalknowledge in practical andmusical performanceactivities

skills of searching forperformance solutions,techniques of mentalself-regulationStage 2: ability to gainknowledge in the field ofmusical art
Б1.О.18 Pop and jazzsolfeggio terms, basic concepts inthe field of musical art use elements of musicalterminology experience incomparative analysis ofprocesses in the field ofmusical artБ1.О.19 Pop and jazzharmony factual material inaccordance with thecurriculum

apply various methods ofmusical analysis to specificmusical phenomena
the experience of in-depth reading anddecoding of the author's(editorial) musical textStage 3: ability to applymusical forms and musicallanguage taking into account thehistorical stages of musical art

Б1.О.14 Music History the main stages of thedevelopment of musical artin different eras
navigate the genre specifics ofmusic from the Middle Ages,Renaissance, Baroque,classicism, modern andmodern times

the experience of analyzingthe means of musicalexpression of theirrefraction in the styles ofvarious epochs, nationalschools of compositionБ3.01. Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02 (Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

features of the styles ofworks included in therepertoire list
be aware of the performedwork in the context of theculture of a particularhistorical period

ability to analyze andsynthesize

OPC-2. Ability toreproduce musicalcompositions recorded withtraditional types ofnotation

Stage 1: ability to navigatecompetently in traditional typesof notation
Б1.О.18 Pop and jazzsolfeggio requirements for theconstruction of thestructure of classes andtheir planning

solve professional tasks inthe context of creativity professional terminology

Б1.О.19 Pop and jazzharmony analyze musicalcompositions and trainingmaterial
- navigate through thespecialized literature- form and developperforming skills

- methods of scientificresearch

Stage 2: ability to understand Б1.В.02 Reading from a main positions of the form and develop experience in semantic
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and reproduce musicalcompositions sheet modern theory of musicalperformance performing skills analysis of musical text
Б1.В.05 Piano • principles ofperforming on the piano• repertoire for piano,including works fromdifferent eras, genresand styles• the piano repertoirenecessary for theimplementation ofprofessional activities

 realize musical andcreative abilities (musicalhearing, sense of rhythm,musical memory, artisticand imaginative thinking,etc.), motor-motorperforming skills andskills during theembodiment of a musicalimage in the work on amusical work.

experience of performingvarious musical works infront of an audience;skills in artisticperformance of musicalworks and programs ofvarious genres and styleson the piano, includingat public screenings –concerts, competitions,festivals, conferences;methods of searching forways to embody amusical image in thework on a musical work.
Stage 3: ability to applymusical compositions recordedby traditional types of notationin professional activity

Б3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification workБ3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the largest performersand composers of art use the acquiredknowledge toprofessionally solvecreative ideas whenworking on musical works

in-depth reading anddecoding of the author's(editorial) musical text

OPC-3. Ability to plan theeducational process,develop teaching materials,analyze various systemsand methods in the field ofmusic pedagogy, choosingeffective ways to solve setpedagogical problems

Stage 1: ability to plan theeducational process, developmethodological materials
Б1.О.16 Vocal trainingmethodology ways to plan the learningprocess use methods of psychologicaland pedagogical diagnosticsto solve various professionaltasks

skills of psychological andpedagogical diagnostics tocreate a psychologicallypositive educationalenvironment;Б1.О.20 Musical pedagogy historical stages ofevolution, theoretical andmethodological foundationsand didactic principles ofmusic pedagogy, criteria for

develop, implement andevaluate the effectiveness ofthe pedagogical process in themusic education system;reveal the essence and cause-

experience in organizing aneffective pedagogicalprocess, pedagogicalcommunication skills andstimulating the creative
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analysis and assessment ofmodern musical pedagogicalreality, pedagogicaltechnologies in the musiceducation system

and-effect relationships ofpedagogical phenomena andprocesses in the system ofmusic education while usingmodern psychological andpedagogical terminologyskillfully;analyze and critically analyzethe performance of vocalworks

development of students inthe music education system

Stage 2: ability to apply andanalyze various systems andmethods in the field of musicpedagogy

Б1.В.04 The methodology ofworking with a jazzensemble
the main patterns of thedevelopment of pop andjazz art;

analyze and critically analyzethe performance of vocalworks;
experience and willingnessto comprehend the patternsand methods of performingwork on a piece of music;

Б1.О.17 Vocal and jazzimprovisation traditions of various stylesand artistic directions ofworld musical culture;
use various techniques ofvocal technique in theperformance of works ofvarious genres, styles, eras;

phrasing, pronunciation,rhythmic texture,corresponding to a certainstyle of jazz standard;
Stage 3: ability to professionallychoose effective ways to solvethe set pedagogical tasks

Б2.О.02(П)Teaching practice general forms oforganization of educationalactivities;
use reference andmethodological literature; the mechanisms of musicalmemory, the specifics ofhearing-mental processes;

Б3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

methods, techniques andmeans of organizing andmanaging the pedagogicalprocess

create a pedagogicallyappropriate andpsychologically safeeducational environment

skills of educational workwith students in institutionsof secondary and higherprofessional education

OPC-4. ability to search forinformation in the field ofmusical art and use it intheir professional activities

Stage 1: ability to gain knowledgein the field of musical art Б1.О.15 Specialization history of the genre'sdevelopment navigate the field of musicalart technologies and moderntechniquesStage 2: ability to search forinformation in the field of musicalart
Б1.В.04 Methodology ofworking with a jazzensemble

the main stages of thedevelopment of nationalmusical general andprofessional education

work with special literature,use professional concepts andterminology
skills of perception,analysis and generalizationof methodological literature

Stage 3: ability to competently useinformation obtained in the field of Б1.О.14 Music History the main sources ofinformation about creative be guided by the genrespecifics of the music of the experience in searching andanalyzing the activities of
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musical art in their professionalactivities directions, compositionalwriting techniques in themusical art
XX-XXI centuries. composers and theirtechniques in academicmusical genres, the abilityto apply the knowledgegained in practiceБ3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work

Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the best domestic andforeign methods of teachingvocal art
apply different methods ofmusical analysis to specificmusical phenomena

innovative technologiesand methods of identifyingproblems in professionalactivity

OPC-5. Ability tounderstand the operatingprinciples of moderninformation technologiesand use them to solveprofessional problems

Stage 1: ability to independentlysolve standard tasks of professionalactivity using information andcommunication technologies

Б1.О.21 Information andcommunication technologiesof music arrangement
parameters of technical,creative and professionalevaluation of phonograms

use professional equipmentand software for theinstallation of phonograms
the technology of using theacquired skills in theirprofessional activities

Б1.О.12 Introduction toInformation Technology methods of a systematicapproach to solving tasks apply a systematic approachto solving the tasks set experience in the search,critical analysis andsynthesis of information,the application of asystematic approach tosolving tasks
Stage 2: ability to independentlyanalyze and interpret vocal worksusing information andcommunication technologies,taking into account the basicrequirements of informationsecurity

Б3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

parameters of technical,creative and professionalevaluation of phonograms
use professional equipmentand software for theinstallation of phonograms

technology of using theacquired skills in theirprofessional activities

OPC-6. Ability tocomprehend musical workswith their inner ear andembody what they hear insound and score

Stage 1: ability to workindependently on a piece of music Б1.О.15 Specialization about the significant popand jazz repertoire apply theoretical knowledgein practical and musicalperformance activities
skills of independentpreparation for the concertperformance of musicalworks of various styles andgenres
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Stage 2: ability to use individualmethods of finding ways toembody a musical image in thework on a piece of music

Б1.О.15 Specialization features of performingtraditions of various stylesand artistic directions ofworld musical culture

use various techniques ofvocal technique in theperformance of works ofvarious genres, styles, eras

phrasing, pronunciation,rhythmic texture,corresponding to a certainstyle of jazz standard
Stage 3: ability to put into practicethe process of embodying amusical work in sound and musicaltext

Б1.В.02 Reading from asheet tasks of musical andperforming activities reveal the features ofperformance and differencesfrom each other
a diverse arsenal ofpedagogical technologiesand modern methods ofteaching special disciplinesБ3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work

Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the specifics of the factorsinfluencing the theoreticaland practical aspects ofmusical and pedagogicalsystems

use the acquired knowledgeto professionally solvecreative ideas
the experience of applyingthe acquired knowledge inpractical performanceactivities

OPC-7. Ability tounderstand the issues ofmodern state culturalpolicy of the RussianFederation

Stage 1: awareness of legal acts inthe field of state cultural policy ofRussia
Б1.О.08 Foundations ofRussian statehood the main directions andstages of the development ofmodern state cultural policy

analyze the processes ofcultural development in theRussian Federation andregions

the experience ofmaximizing theinvolvement of the potentialof culture in the processesof social progressStage 2: ability to apply creativeexperience, focusing on the modernproblems of cultural life of theRussian Federation

Б3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the main theses of themodern state cultural policy orientate oneself in theproblems of the modern statecultural policy of the RussianFederation

The experience of usingpolitical knowledge in thecultural life of the RussianFederation

PC-1. Ability to todemonstrate artistry, self-expression, individualartistic interpretation ofmusical works, improveperforming improvisation,accumulate a repertoire inthe field of pop and jazz art

Stage 1: ability to apply creativeexperience in creating individualself-expression, analyze artisticpossibilities

Б1.О.15 Specialization the main techniques andmethods of developingvoice production to createan individual image of anartist-vocalist

use various techniques ofvocal technique in theperformance of works ofvarious genres, styles, eras.

experience of vocalphrasing, pronunciation,rhythmic texture

Б1.О.17 Vocal and jazzimprovisation ways to create an individualinterpretation of musicalworks
analyze the most prominentperformers of jazz standards willingness to demonstrateartistry, freedom ofexpressionФТД.03 Drama of musicaland stage works the actual material inaccordance with thecurriculum
analyze artistic and creativeprocesses in the pop-jazzdirection

skills of perception,analysis and generalizationof methodological literature
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Stage 2: ability to improveperforming techniques, solveprofessional problems in the fieldof pop and jazz art

Б1.В.ДВ.05.01Directing a concert numberБ1.В.ДВ.05.02 Staging a popact

the essence and significanceof your future profession apply various teachingmethods skills of searching forperformance solutions,techniques of mental self-regulationБ1.В.06 Stage movement methods for constant andsystematic physical workaimed at improving one'sprofessional skills

apply the acquired knowledge,skills and personal creativeexperience in the process ofcreative production activities

experience in using variousmeans of artistic expressionin the process of creatingvarious staged formsБ1.В.03 Dance, plasticeducation key concepts of thediscipline; the work of thearticular ligamentousapparatus, in the conditionsof a new discipline

work on the elimination ofcertain body defects;eliminate incorrect skills inthe manner of holding andmoving; when learning newchoreographic vocabulary, beable to apply the performingskills acquired in classicaldance lessons

experience and effectiveways of working on achoreographic work;experience and methods ofrealization of thechoreographic image;experience and ownperforming approach tochoreography, specificdance and stagingtechniquesStage 3: ability to carry outmusical and performing activitiesat a high artistic and technical level
Б2.О.01 (У) Performingpractice about the main repertoire ofthe modern performer ofpop and jazz songs

work on the repertoire performance experience

Б1.В.ДВ.04.01 ModerndanceБ1.В.ДВ.04.02 Jazz-modern
key concepts of thediscipline; the work of thearticular ligamentousapparatus, in theconditions of a newdiscipline

work on the elimination ofcertain body defects;eliminate incorrect skills inthe manner of holding andmoving; when learning newchoreographic vocabulary,be able to apply theperforming skills acquiredin classical dance lessons

experience and effectiveways of working on achoreographic work;experience and methodsof realization of thechoreographic image;experience and ownperforming approach tochoreography, specificdance and stagingtechniquesБ3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the basic principles of thetheory of musicalperformance
show a personal position inrelation to modern processesin various forms of art

skills of controlling themechanisms of musicalmemory, the specifics ofauditory and mentalprocesses
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PC -2.Ability to work in ateam, showing hisperforming work (solo, inan ensemble, in anorchestra (with anorchestra) on various stagevenues (in educationalorganizations, clubs,palaces and houses ofculture), planning concertactivities of pop and jazzgroups, organizing creativeevents (festivals, contests,author's evenings,anniversaries events)

Stage 1: ability to use basicknowledge and practicalexperience in organizing andanalyzing the creative process

Б1.В.01 Vocal ensemble the history of the emergenceand development of vocalart
apply various methods ofmusical analysis to specificmusical phenomena

the ability to workindependently andenthusiastically, criticallyevaluating the results oftheir own activitiesБ1.В.ДВ.03.01 Pop and jazzrepertoire of Russian andforeign composersБ1.В.ДВ.03.02 Vocalrepertoire

features of performingtraditions of various stylesand artistic directions ofworld musical culture

study and accumulate apedagogical repertoire experience and ability toanalyze current problemsand processes in the field ofmusic education

Stage 2: ability to show theirperformance work in a team(ensemble) on various stages
ФТД.02 Pop ensemble methods of musicalperformance in concert,theater and studio settings

analyze the most prominentperformers of jazz standards experience in creatingartistic and expressivemeans (strokes, a diversesound palette and othermeans of performingexpressiveness)ФТД.04 Studying thepedagogical repertoire ofchildren's music schools andcolleges

analysis of the main stylisticvarieties of music develop students' creativeabilities and skills inorganizing rehearsal work
the skills of preparing thestudent for the concertperformance of theprogramStage 3: ability to participate in thecultural life of society by creatingan artistic, creative and educationalenvironment

Б2.О.03 (П) Performingpractice an extensive repertoire forvocal instruments, includingworks from various eras,genres and styles belongingto different national schools

apply theoretical knowledgein practical and musicalperformance activities
the skills to applytheoretical knowledge inpractical and musicalperformance activities

Б2.О.04 (П) Pre-graduationpractice physiological andpsychological features ofperformance
reveal the peculiarities of jazzstandards performers, to finddifferences from each other

the skills of performingworks of various schools ofcomposition and directions
Б3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the basic principles ofstaging a varietyperformance from theartistic idea to the momentof staging

realize the artistic idea of avariety act, to set and solvethe main professional andapplied tasks when creatingvariety acts.

the experience of creating apop act

PC -3. Ability to use theprinciples, methods andforms of teaching in the
Stage 1: ability to independentlyprepare for continuous knowledgeof the methodology and music

Б1.В.02 Reading from asheet features of the styles of theworks included in therepertoire list
analyze and critically analyzethe performance of vocalworks

the experience of in-depthreading and decoding of theauthor's (editorial) musical
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performing class inpedagogical activity, carryout methodological work,understand and use themethodology of analyzingand evaluating thecharacteristics of nationalschools, performing styles,possess musical and textualculture, read thetranscription of theauthor's (editorial) musicaltext.

pedagogy text
Б1.В.ДВ.02.01 Stage speechБ1.В.ДВ.02.02 Publicspeaking

ways of forming students'artistic needs and artistictaste
be aware of the performedwork in the context of theculture of a particularhistorical period

experience of professionalcultural presentation ofeducational material

Stage 2: ability to put into practicethe knowledge of the pedagogicalrepertoire, professionalterminology, the use of specialliterature

Б1.О.18 Pop and jazzsolfeggio methodological approachesto historical and theoreticalresearch in the field of popand jazz art

use elements of musicalterminology skills of perception,analysis and generalizationof methodological literature
Б1.О.19 Pop and jazzharmony terms, basic concepts in thefield of musical art apply all the dynamic nuancesused in vocal technique experience in comparativeanalysis of processes in thefield of musical artФТД.01 Working with a popand jazz choir methods of psychologicaland pedagogical sciencesand the results of research inthe field of music pedagogyin their teaching activities

conduct a comparativeanalysis of performanceinterpretations
experience working onvocal works of variousstyles and genres

Stage 3: ability to carry outpedagogical activities inorganizations engaged ineducational activities

Б1.О.16 Vocal trainingmethodology the best domestic andforeign methods of teachingvocal art
analyze the methodologicalguidelines of the masters ofvocal art

methodology of conductingscientific research in thefield of vocal artБ2.О.02 (П) Teachingpractice on the role of psychologicaland pedagogical concepts inprofessional activity
use methods of psychologicaland pedagogical diagnosticsto solve various professionaltasks

the basic principles ofdomestic and foreignpedagogy
Б3.01(Д) Preparation for thedefense of graduatequalification work
Б3.02(Д) Defense ofgraduate qualification work

the methodology ofteaching professionaldisciplines
teach vocal disciplines inorganizations engaged ineducational activities

the experience of teachingin organizations engagedin educational activities
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1.4.7. Volume, structure and duration of the educational programThe duration of education under the bachelor's degree program (regardlessof the educational technologies used):
in full-time education, including vacations provided after passing the statefinal certification, is 4 years;
in the correspondence form of education, including vacations provided afterpassing the state final certification, is 5 years;
when studying according to an individual curriculum, persons withdisabilities and persons with disabilities may be increased, upon their application,by no more than 1 year compared with the period of education established for theappropriate form of education.
The volume of the bachelor's degree program is 240 credits (hereinafterreferred to as credits), regardless of the form of study, the educational technologiesused, the implementation of the bachelor's degree program using the online form,the implementation of the bachelor's degree program according to an individualcurriculum.
The volume of the bachelor's degree program implemented in one academicyear is 60 credits regardless of the form of study, the educational technologiesused, the implementation of the bachelor's degree program using a network form,the implementation of the bachelor's degree program according to an individualcurriculum (with the exception of accelerated learning), and with acceleratedlearning - no more than 80 credits.
Graduates can carry out professional activities in other fields of professionalactivity and (or) areas of professional activity, provided that their level ofeducation and acquired competencies meet the requirements for the qualification ofan employee.
When developing a bachelor's degree program, the KGIK establishes theorientation (profile) of the bachelor's degree program, which corresponds to thefield of study as a whole or concretizes the content of the bachelor's degreeprogram within the field of study by focusing it on:
-the field(s) of professional activity and the sphere(s) of professional activityof graduates;
- type (types) of tasks and tasks of professional activity of graduates;
- if necessary, to the objects of professional activity of graduates or thearea(s) of knowledge.
The structure of the Bachelor's degree program includes the followingblocks:
Set 1 "Disciplines (modules)";
Set 2 "Practice";
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Set 3 " state final certification ".
Structure and volume of the Bachelor's degree program

Bachelor's program structure Bachelor's program volume incredits
Set 1 Disciplines (modules) at least 180
Set 2 Practice at least 12
Set 3 state final certification 6 - 9

Bachelor's program volume 240
1.4.8. Information about the teaching staffThe implementation of the bachelor's degree program is provided by theteaching staff of the KGIK, as well as by persons involved in the implementation ofthe KGIK bachelor's degree program on other terms.The qualification of KGIK teaching staff meets the qualification requirementsspecified in the Unified Qualification Directory of Positions of Managers, Specialistsand Employees, positions of managers, specialists and employees, section"Qualification characteristics of positions of managers and specialists of higherprofessional and additional professional education"More than 70 percent of the number of teaching staff involved in theimplementation of the bachelor's degree program and persons involved in theimplementation of the bachelor's degree program on other terms (based on thenumber of replacement rates reduced to integer values) must conduct scientific,educational, methodological and (or) practical work corresponding to the profile ofthe discipline (module) being taught.More than 5 percent of the number of teaching staff involved in theimplementation of the bachelor's degree program and persons involved in theimplementation of the bachelor's degree program on other terms (based on thenumber of replacement rates reduced to integer values) must be managers and (or)employees of other organizations engaged in professional activities, relevantprofessional activities, to which graduates are preparing for (have at least 3 years ofwork experience in this professional field).More than 60 percent of the number of teaching staff and persons involved ineducational activities on other terms (based on the number of replacement ratesreduced to integer values) must have an academic degree (including an academicdegree obtained in a foreign country and recognized in the Russian Federation) and(or) an academic title (including academic title obtained in a foreign country andrecognized in the Russian Federation).Persons without academic degrees and titles, who have state honorary titles,laureates of state prizes in the field of culture and art, are equated to teaching staffand persons involved in educational activities on other terms, with academic degrees
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and (or) academic titles.
2. DOCUMENTS REGULATING THE CONTENT ANDORGANIZATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS DURING THEIMPLEMENTATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

2.1. Academic curriculumThe curriculum determines the list and sequence of mastering academicsubjects (modules), practices, interim assessment and state final certification, theirlabor intensity in credits and academic hours, the distribution of lectures, practical,laboratory classes, the amount of contact and independent work of students, as wellas a list of competencies, and also a list of competencies formed by academic subjects(modules) and practices of the curriculum.Bachelor's academic curricula are given in Appendix No. 1.
2.2. Calendar training scheduleThe calendar training schedule reflects the timing and periods of acquiringBPEP in each year of study: theoretical training, examination sessions, academicpractices and internships, state final certification and vacation periods.Calendar training schedules are given in Appendix No. 2.
2.3. Work programs of academic subjects(modules)Work programs of academic subjects (modules) determine the goals ofmastering the discipline, the place of the discipline in the structure of BPEP, thelearning outcomes of the discipline (module) related to the planned results ofmastering the educational program (competencies and indicators of theirachievement), the structure and content of the discipline, educational technologiesused when conducting classroom lessons and organizing students’ independent work,educational and methodological support of students’ independent work, educational,methodological and logistical support of the discipline.The work programs of academic disciplines (modules) are given in AppendixNo. 3.

2.4. Programs of practical trainingIn accordance with the Federal State Educational Standard for HigherEducation in the direction of training 53.03.01 Jazz and Popular Music Performance,block 2 «Practice» of the basic professional educational program of bachelor’s degreeis compulsory and is focused on professional and practical training of students.Practices consolidate the knowledge and skills acquired by students as a result ofmastering theoretical disciplines, develop practical skills, allow them to gainexperience in professional activities and contribute to the comprehensive formationof universal, general professional and professional competencies of students.For persons with disabilities, the choice of internship sites is carried out taking
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into account their health status and accessibility requirements.Work programs of academic training and internship are given in Appendix No.4.

2.5. Program of state final certificationThe program and assessment materials of the state final certification of BPEPin the direction of training 53.03.01 Jazz and Popular Music Performance are aimedat establishing compliance of the level of training of graduates with the requirementsof the Federal State Educational Standard of Higher Education.The work program of the state final certification is given in Appendix No. 5.

2.6. Work program of personal and social education, calendar schedule ofpersonal and social educationThe work program of personal and social education and calendar schedule ofpersonal and social education determine the goals and objectives of personal andsocial education, the content and conditions for its implementation, the procedure formonitoring the quality of personal and social education and the conditions forimplementing the content of personal and social education.The work program of personal and social education and the calendar scheduleof personal and social education are given in Appendix No. 6.
2.6. Work program of personal and social education, calendar schedule ofpersonal and social educationThe work program of personal and social education and calendar schedule ofpersonal and social education determine the goals and objectives of personal andsocial education, the content and conditions for its implementation, the procedure formonitoring the quality of personal and social education and the conditions forimplementing the content of personal and social education.The work program of personal and social education and the calendar scheduleof personal and social education are given in Appendix No. 6.

3. ASSESSMENT MATERIALS3.1. Regulatory and legal framework for the system for assessing the qualityof acquisition of the Basic professional educational program
Regulatory, legal and methodological support for ongoing monitoring ofacademic performance, interim assessment and state final certification of students inthe framework BPEP is carried out in accordance with the Charter and other localacts of the institute: regulations on educational and methodological activities on highereducation programs;
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 regulations on ongoing monitoring of academic performance and interimassessment of students; the procedure of state final certification for educational programs of highereducation - bachelor's programs, specialty programs and master's programs(20.06.2023); documents of faculties and departments.
3.2. Assessment materials for ongoing monitoring of training and interimassessment of studentsThe parameters and criteria for assessment in the process of ongoing qualitycontrol of education and interim assessment were developed by the departments ofthe institute on the basis of the Federal State Educational Standard in the frameworkof BPEP. The assessment materials make it possible to correlate the personalachievements of students with the requirements of the educational program and allowto assess the level of acquired general cultural, general professional and professionalcompetencies.The assessment materials were formed with the participation of representatives ofemployers.The training quality control materials used provide assessment of individualachievements, group work, and mutual assessment of students.Colloquia and discussions, test assignments, written work, as well as professionalcases studies, presentations, publications, creative projects, academic concerts,technical tests, and concert performances are used as means of ongoing progressmonitoring.Interim assessment is carried out in the form of tests and exams.Assessment of the level of training of students is carried out with the participationof external experts and teachers of related academic subjects.The fund of assessment materials for interim assessment and ongoing monitoringof progress in the framework of BPEP is given in the work programs of academicsubjects and practical trainings.
3.3. Assessment materials for state final certification of graduatesThe state final certification in the framework of BPEP is the defense of the finalqualifying work.The state final certification is aimed at establishing compliance of the level oftraining of graduates with the requirements of the Federal State Educational Standardof Higher Education.Organization of state final certification using e-learning and distance learningtechnologies is not allowed.The final qualifying work is intended to determine the graduate's performingskills, the depth of his knowledge in the field of history and theory of musical art, andmust demonstrate the graduate's professional training skills.The educational organization independently determines the requirements for thecontent, volume and structure of the final qualifying work.
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The parameters, criteria and procedure for assessing the final qualifying work arepresented in the state final certification program (Appendix No. 5).
4. EDUCATIONAL, METHODOLOGICAL AND INFORMATIONSUPPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

The educational program includes 42 academic disciplines, including 21 disciplinesof the compulsory part, 7 disciplines of the part formed by participants in educationalrelations, 5 disciplines (modules) of choice. BPEP provides for 4 types of practices, 1Preparation for the defense procedure and protection of the final qualifying work, 4optional disciplines. The implementation of the OPOP is provided by access to theelectronic library system for all students, including simultaneously from any pointwhere there is access to the Internet. There is an operational exchange of informationwith universities and educational organizations, cultural and social organizations. Theelectronic library system "University Library Online" operates at the Institute on thebasis of an agreement with the copyright holder (Direct Media LLC). Each student isprovided with access to library collections and periodicals, as well as access tomodern professional databases, information reference books, etc.
5. CONDITIONS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EDUCATIONALPROCESSThe buildings, structures and facilities of the institute comply with fire safetyrules and regulations.The material and technical base of KGIK ensures all types of educational,practical and research work included into the curriculum for students.Classrooms are equipped for conducting lectures and seminars, course projectdevelopment, group and individual consultations, ongoing monitoring and interimassessment.Special premises are equipped with specialized furniture and technical teachingaids used to present educational information to a large audience.To conduct lecture-type classes, there are sets of demonstration equipment andeducational visual aids that provide thematic illustrations corresponding to the sampleprograms of academic subjects (modules) and work programs of academicsubjects(modules).The list of material, technical, educational and methodological support includesspecially equipped premises for conducting training sessions, including: a large concert hall with 450 seats, sufficient for the performance of vocaland instrumental ensembles, symphony, brass bands, folk instrumentsorchestra, with concert grand pianos, consoles and sound equipment; a small concert hall with 70 seats, with concert grand pianos, consoles andsound equipment; a conference room with 50 seats; a library, a reading room, a language lab, rooms for working withspecialized materials (a record library, a video library, a film library);
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 classrooms for group and individual lessons, corresponding to the directionof the training program; a classroom equipped with personal computers and appropriate software.The institute provides conditions for the storage, maintenance and repair ofmusical instruments.The educational and research work of students is ensured by the activities of thestudent scientific society, regular conferences and other events. KGIK publishes theregional scientific journal «Cultural Life of the South of Russia» and 3 electronicjournals.There are rooms for independent work of students, equipped with computerequipment with access to the Internet and the electronic information and educationalenvironment of the institute.The Institute is provided with licensed software in accordance with the workprograms of academic subjects (modules) and practical training.Conditions for the implementation of BPEP for people with disabilities andlimited health capabilities.The implementation of BPEP for people with disabilities and people with limitedhealth capabilities is based on the requirements of the Federal State EducationalStandard for Higher Education, the Regulations on the organization of theeducational process of training for people with disabilities with disabilities andlimited health capabilities, adopted by the decision of the Academic Council of theKGIK dated December 26, 2022 (protocol No. 14).The Institute creates the necessary conditions aimed at ensuring the educationalprocess for people with disabilities and limited health capabilities:- a special page on the institute’s website;- ramps, handrails, swing doors, etc.;- special educational and medical equipment;- specially equipped sanitary and hygienic premises;- premises equipped with warning information and informative signs.Students with disabilities, if necessary, receive education based on adaptededucational programs. Adaptation is carried out by including specially adaptedacademic subjects (modules) in the optional part of the educational program. Fordisabled people, the educational program is formed taking into account the individualrehabilitation program for people with disabilities, prepared by a psychological,medical and pedagogical commission or a federal institution of medical and socialexpertise.Students with disabilities are provided with electronic educational resources informs adapted to their health limitations.BPEP provides the necessary conditions for people with disabilities and limitedhealth capabilities to master academic subjects (modules).Places of practical training is chosen taking into account the health status ofpeople with disabilities limited health capabilities and accessibility requirements.
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Current monitoring of students' academic performance, interim assessment andstate final certification is organized taking into account the characteristics of theirhealth disorders.The institute has created a tolerant sociocultural environment, the dean's officeappoints persons responsible for providing conditions for obtaining education andtraining for people with disabilities, and provides volunteer students’ assistance.Measures are being taken to provide medical support for the education of people withdisabilities, as well as to provide them with social support.

6. METHODOLOGICAL SUPPORTTo support the educational process in BPEP, the following materials aredeveloped:- methodological materials for all academic subjects according to the type ofclasses: lectures, practicals and laboratories;- methodological materials for practical training, internships and research work;- methodological materials for students’ independent work;- methodological materials on current control, interim assessment and state finalcertification.
Developer:A.E. Polishchuk, Head of the Department of Pop and Jazz Singing, AssociateProfessor, PhD. in Arts.
Reviewers:
V.I. Ponomarenko, People's Artist of Russia, Professor, Artistic Director Head of theKrasnodar Philharmonic
Tarkova V. A. Director of Children's Art School № 10 named after MagdalitsaV.V., Member of the Board of the Russian Cultural Foundation, honoured worker ofculture of Krasnodar Territory


